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Abstract

Shortcut Methods for Complex Distillation Columns:

Part 1 -- Minimum Reflux

This two-part paper presents in detail the theory for calculating

via shortcut methods the minimum reflux conditions and the number of

stages and feed tray location for ordinary and thermally coupled columns.

Nonadjacent key components are permitted.

In this paper, part 1, the approximations made to estimate minimum

reflux are similar to earlier methods such as those by Underwood and

Colburn. However, some novel manipulations lead to particularly simple

equations requiring only a few minutes to use, particularly for ordinary

distillation columns.

Several example problems demonstrate that the method compares favor-

ably with these other approaches.



I. Introduction

Although thermally coupled distillation schemes were known for many years,

only recently, because of the huge rise in the energy cost which made them

economically more attractive, they have become the subject of several papers.

Thus, Petlyuk et al# (1965)', for instance, made a study to compare the

performance of a thermally coupled distillation system to that of conventional

schemes. They used the amount of liquid to be vaporized in the reboilers and

the thermodynamic work required to separate a ternary mixture as criteria

for comparison. Each of these criteria is a measurement of the amount of

energy demanded by the separation process. Their results showed that the

thermally coupled system consumes much less energy than the conventional

schemes at any concentration level of the middle component, at least for a

ternary mixture formed by very close boiling components.

Stupin and Lockhart (1971) proposed an approximate design method to

find initial designs for the thermally coupled scheme studied by Petlyuk

et al.. Based on Underwood's equations, they developed a procedure to find

the limiting flow conditions. For a ternary mixture formed by not-close

boiling components, they conclude that this distillation system is definitely

a lower cost alternative to the conventional schemes.

Finally, Tedder and Rudd (1978) developed a similar study which also

included other kinds of non-conventional distillation schemes. They found

the optimality region with respect to the feed composition for each of them,

in the separation of various types of hydrocarbon ternary mixtures into

their pure components. According to their results, the conventional schemes

seem to be the best choice for a rather wide range of feed compositions.

In Part I of the present two part paper, a general method is proposed to

find approximate values for the operating parameters at limiting flow conditions
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in complex distillation systems. The method involves relatively straight-

forward calculations and is illustrated through its application to several

example problems.

Part II of this paper will provide a shortcut method for estimating the

number of stages needed in each section within a complex column. This short-

cut method includes a new approach to locating the feedtrays in a complex

column. Again, the computations required are straightforward and are illus-

trated through their application to several example problems.

II. Conventional Distillation Columns

A conventional distillation column can carry out the separation between

any two selected components of the feed mixture (adjacent or not-adjacent in

volatility), which are usually called light and heavy keys, respectively.

This type of separation equipment consists of two column sections, commonly

called rectifying and exhausting sections, respectively. Each of them

accomplishes one specific goal which is defined by its own design specification.

Thus, the rectifying section washes the heavy key from the vapor phase by means

of a liquid reflux stream created by a condenser. If yiIV is the fraction of

the amount of heavy key contained in the feed to be recovered in the bottom

product, the removal of all but (1-Y™) of the heavy key can be regarded as
UK

the rectifying section design specification.

On the other hand, the exhausting section serves to strip the light key

out of the falling liquid stream with a vapor reflux stream generated by a

reboiler. Such a stripping process is carried out until the desired fraction

of light key in the bottom product, (1-Ytt.), is achieved.

When the recovery fractions Yut, and YT_ are close to one, the separation
tils. U\.

«

between the keys is nearly complete and is called a sharp separation. For

this type of separation, the expressions giving the number of ideal stages



required and the limiting flows are much simpler, with the additional

advantage that the results for limiting flows can usually be extended to

other non-sharp situations (Yw,YTlr ̂  0.90) without making a significant

error.

In the present paper, a shortcut approach to get fast, good estimations

of the limiting flows in complex separation systems is proposed for sharp

separations between the key components (which are not adjacent in volatility

if distributed components are present). However, it will be introduced

through particular cases, the first of them is the conventional distillation

column. In the last section, we will describe the algorithm for a general

complex column.

In a distillation column, the interstage liquid and vapor flows, which

are assumed to be invariant in each column section, can be expressed in terms

of two parameters, R « (L/D) and R1 = (Lf/B), and of the product flowrates

D and B:

L > RD

V = (R+1)D

Lf - (Rf+1)B

VI - RfB

However, under any flow conditions, R and R1 are not independent parameters.

They are related through the thermal condition of the feed q in the following

way,

Rf+1 = R(D/B) + q(F/B) (1)

Therefore, in a separation structure composed by only a pair of column

sections, the limiting flow conditions can be described through the value of

a single parameter R, usually called reflux ratio.

At minimum reflux, there must be a zone in each of the two sections of the

column, where the composition change between two plates becomes negligible and



the operating line becomes "pinched11 at the equilibrium curve (Colburn, 1941).

Based on this fact, a system of equations relating the composition at the

pinch zone and the composition of one of the products can be derived

(Underwood, 1946).

Rectifying Section

A material balance for the heavy key over the entire rectifying section

at minimum reflux, gives v

Rm 4 .

P R +1 V~HK'UP R +1m m

where the subscript UP stands for the upper pinch zone, located somewhere

in the rectifying section. Then,

m . HK D
—rr + T:

For sharp separations,

m

because (x^ ) is negligible while the pinch mole fraction (XuTr)TTp *
s

In a similar way, a material balance for any other jth-component over the

rectifying section at minimum reflux, after replacing equation (2), gives

OP (VUP = (KHK>UP .<*J>DP
 + AT

where cr is the relative volatility of jth-component, with reference to the

heavy key, at the upper pinch zone temperature. Rearranging equation (3)

and then replacing (K^yp by (2), one obtains

1 ( X1 }D1) Zrtl~ f o r any j ^ HK (4)
m

and

I (XJ>UP + (*HK>UP
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Figure 1: Standard Distillation Column
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Equation (4) shows that the upper pinch zone contains only those com-

ponents present in the top product (the heavy key and all components lighter

than it) for sharp separations. Since all components are present on

the feed tray, a relatively small number of plates should separate it from the

upper pinch zone in order to reduce all components heavier than the heavy key

to a negligible amount.

After fixing (or guessing) R , equations (4) and (5) represent a system

of linear equations which enables us to determine the upper pinch zone com-

position in terms of the distillate composition. For sharp separations, the

composition of the top product can be known beforehand, unless distributed

components are contained in the feed (the keys are not adjacent in volatility).

In this case, the split of each distributed component between the two products

at minimum reflux as well as R are indeed unknowns, whose values should be
m

predicted by means of a similar number of additional equations.

Exhausting Section

A material balance for the light key over the entire exhausting section

at minimum reflux, gives

m

for sharp separations.

A material balance for any other component over the exhausting section

at minimum reflux, leads to the following equation.

<Xi>LP = (R

where the subscript LP stands for lower pinch zone, located somewhere in

the exhausting section. We can also write

(Xi>LP + (XLK>LP ' *
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Through equation (7) one can conclude that the lower pinch zone is located

a small number of plates below the top tray qf the exhausting section in such

a way that all components lighter than the light key are present in that zone

in negligible amounts.

Equations (7) and (8) are linear relationships between the lower pinch

zone and the bottom product compositions, after Rm has been fixed. They

would allow us to predict the composition at the lower pinch zone, if and only

if a number of additional equations as large as the number of distributed

components plus one is available*

Additional Equation for Predicting Minimum Reflux R_
^ g • m

An additional equation for predicting the minimum reflux, Rm, will be

obtained by assuming that the upper pinch zone is located at the bottom

tray of the rectifying section while the lower pinch occurs at the top tray

of the exhausting section. (See Figure 2).

I Lr
| Upper Pinch Tray

I Feed Tray

(xs)(

T
J Lower Pinch Tray

Figure 2: Assumed Picture Around the Feed Tray of a Distillation
Column at Minimum Reflux
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A material balance for the heavy key over the entire rectifying section gives

= D

From equations (4) and (5), one can derive the following expression for

m

where

By substituting (10) into (9) and neglecting the value of (^ K) D because

sharp separations between the keys are considered, we get

>f = Rm " CTD

An expression for the heavy key mole fraction at the feed tray,

, can be developed through a material balance for the heavy key over

the entire exhausting section (see Figure 2).

<Rlm+1><xHK>f " R'm<yHK>LP = (xHK>B

From equations (6), (7) and (8)

t y J -l) K }R1 m

which when substituted into (13) gives

(Rf +l)(ar -1)m LK

Replacing (15)in (12), we obtain

•n«><VV
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On the other hand, a material balance for the light key over the entire

rectifying section at minimum reflux, gives

(R
m
+1>^LK>f - Rm ( xLK>UP = ( xLK>D

Substituting (4) into (17), an expression for (y L R) f
 is derived.

(yLK>f
m

In turn, a material balance for the light key over the exhausting section

leads to an expression for fcrr^f

^ X ^ f " Rlm(yLK>LP = (XLK>B .

From equations (6), (7) and (8):

< 2 O >VLPIT

m

where

CT
.y

L or
y

B L or -a (21)

Therefore

R' ^ R

<XLK>f - R H Fm

which is valid for sharp separations between the keys because (xTtr)r, was

neglected. Combining equations (18) and (22); we get

Finally, dividing (23) by (16) one can obtain
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where

However, there is another easier way to derive equation (24).

From equations (4) and (10)

(XLK>D

HK UP v U

while the mole ratio between the keys at the lower pinch zone can be found

from equations (20), (6) and (7)

(Of -l)(Rf -a )

Defining the parameter Y (Colburn, 1941) as

V T V' UV'T "D

( LK7 HK}UP

Then
(R'-^R)(R -

* 0)

When the mole ratie between the keys at both pinch zones is the same

(Y-l), equation (24) is also obtained.

In absence of distributed components, the substitution of equation (1),

which accounts for the thermal state of the feed, into the additional equation

(24) leads us to a quadratic equation in R (Gilliland, 1940).

where

(28>

(29)
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In equation (27) the sign (+) was chosen because we are interested in

the largest R • Equation (27) is really useful in the absence of distributed

components. Otherwise, we need to have additional equations available to

predict the split of each distributeddcomponent between the products so as to

evaluate the product flowrate D.

Several examples have been included in the Appendix to illustrate the

performance of equation (27) where sharp separations between adjacent keys are

studied. Note how easy equation (27) is to use. With no distributed com-

ponents and assuming sharp separation, D/F is readily determined. Then

evaluating ag (equation (21)), o^ (equation (11)) and u> (equation (25))

allows A- and A- to be calculated (equations (28) and (29)) and then R
l z m

(equation (27)). Only a few minutes is needed using a hand calculator. The

agreement with results provided by Underwood's method is completely satis-

factory when the reduction of heavies and/or lights to negligible amounts

is not difficult.

* t 1
(y;

F

(y.

1

1

l ) f I

iM
I

V
m

1

r(XJ
|

l (X*
1

L 1

m

Upper Pinch

>UP
Intermediate

) f

Tray

Tray

Tray

Figure 3: Assumed Picture of the Conditions Around the Feed Tray at
Minimum Reflux where Relatively Volatile Heavies are Present
in the Feed.
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However, for cases involving large amounts of heavies and/or lights

(not quite non-volatile and/or volatile) or normal amounts of those com-

ponents but with relatively close volatiles to the keys, equation (27) pre-

dicts R -values smaller than the ones indicated by the other methods, as

m

expected (Gilliland, 1940).

Variation in Y as Pinch Zones Move Apart

Where the reduction of heavies or lights to negligible amounts is

somewhat difficult, Y is no longer nearly equal 1. In order to establish

the kind of variation that the parameter Y undergoes, a similar treatment to

that already described in the previous section was developed, but assuming now

that the upper pinch zone is located on the plate right above the bottom tray

of the rectifying section (see Figure 3). The following result was obtained.

(OfLK"1)Y = 1 +-i£ (e-1) (30)

LK

where .

e = K B R > 1 (31)

(KHK)UP

The subscript BR stands for bottom tray of the rectifying section.

Therefore, Y > 1 results as the pinch zones move away from the feed

plate. In the general case, definition (29) can be written in the following

way.

A2 = (U) Y- crBaD)(| - 1) + aD [1 - (l-q)|l (32)

while definition (28) remains unchanged. Since the ratio (F/D) is always

greater than one, it follows from equations (32) and (27), that the asssump-

tion Y=l leads to smaller values than the real ones, when the reduction of

heavies and/or lights is rather difficult, as expected (Gilliland, 1940).
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Expression for the Parameter Y

When the reduction of heavies and/or lights to negligible amounts is

rather difficult, Y is no longer equal 1. In order to get an expression

for Y which enhbles us to predict its value for those kinds of situations,

we shall assume that the upper and lower pinch zones are located two trays

above and below the feed plate, respectively.

Following an analogous treatment to that described in a previous sec-

tion, one can derive the equation

where a , o u> and e have already been defined through equations (21), (11),

(25) and (31), respectively, while ef is given by

where the subscript TX stands for top tray of the exhausting section.

Therefore,

(a -1)(€-1) (a -lXe'-l)
[ ^ ] L ^ ]

LK LK

Then,
a
Ttr-l

 a
T1,-l 2

— I T V,€ T € -Z^ T^ V^J / '

LK ' LK

Since e and e' are relatively close to 1, the last term can be neglected.

Now, assuming a common value e for them, one obtains

2(a -1)
Y = 1 + J£ (e -1) (34)

LK

An upper bound for e can be chosen as

F t <
KHK>LP <
(KHK)UP



r-K^-r^f^s^-i]
LK w RmR m

where the expressions of ( K ^ ^ p and ^ R ^ U P ' f ° r sharp s eP a r a t i o n s. given

by equations (6) and (2), respectively, have been substituted. A fair esti-

mation of Y can be obtained replacing (e-1) by its upper bound in equation (34).

<35>
LK mm

which can be used when the reduction of some lights and heavies present in the

feed to negligible amounts are rather difficult. On the other hand, in the

case when the reduction of some lights or of some heavies (but not of both

kinds) is difficult, it follows from equation (30) by making a similar

analysis,

or -lr ( M ) ,

which differs from equation (35) in the factor 2.

The use of equation (32) is suggested instead of (29) to estimate the

parameter A2 when either the volatilities of some heavies (ci < auK) and/or

lights (Of > O f ) are relatively close to those of the keys or their mole
J6 L K

fractions in the feed are rather large. A more precise criterion can be given

in this way:

(1) Use equation (32) when the ratios (<*/«,) and/or (otja ),
riJs. n Xf LK

for a certain heavy or light component, is less than 1.70.

(2) When those volatility ratios are between 1.70 and 2.20 and

the mole fraction of that heavy or light component in the

feed is greater than 0.20 also use equation (32) to evalu-

ate A2.

(3) Otherwise, A9 is determined by equation (29).
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According to the case, equation (35) or (36) should be used to approxi-

mate the value of Y. Estimation of Y using the R -value given by equations

(29)and (27) have shown to be quite satisfactory. In other words, new

evaluations of Y by the iterative use of equations (32) and (27) produce little

improvement (see example 1,2.1), In the Appendix three examples illustrate

the performance of these expressions proposed for Y. The agreement with

R -values provided by Underwood's method is very satisfactory.

Distributed Components

As suggested by Colburn (1941), the division of a distributed component

between the tops and bottoms is made in such a way that the value of the

ratio [ (xu)1Tt)/(x. )TTJ lies between the values of that ratio for the keys.

Mathematically,

where the subscript k denotes a distributed component. But,

(XLK)UP/ (XLK*LP (XLK)UP/ (XHK*UP

In many cases Y is equal or close to 1, from which it follows that

(37)

whose range of validity is undoubtedly larger than the assumption Y=l# We

can use one equation (37) for each distributed component.

By means of equations (4), (7) and (10), equation (37) can be written

b k " < aLK-V< X> ( }
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Therefore, when distributed components are contained in the feed, their splits

should be guessed so that R can be evaluated. Then , such guesses are checked

out through (37) or (38), which act as error functions.

Algorithm

(i) Guess R and the split (d/f), for each distributed component.

(ii) Solve the system of linear equations (4), (5), (7) and (8) to

determine the composition at both pinch zones,

(iii) Check out the guesses with equations (26) and (37) acting as error

functions. According to the particular case, Y can be assumed equal

to 1 or given by equation (35) or (36).

(iv) If the error functions are smaller than a certain small value, the

final results have been achieved. Otherwise, re-guess R and (d/f),

using, for example, a secant method. Then, return to step (ii).

III. Distillation System with a Side-Stream Stripping Section

A single pair of appropriate column sections can carry out the separation

between two components in the feed, called the light and heavy keys, respec-

tively. As illustrated in Figure 4, we shall now consider a distillation

column structure composed of two pairs of column sections. This unit requires

four specifications for its design.

Any three selected components in the feed (adjacent or non-adjacent in

volatility) can be separated in this unit, which will be called light key

(LK), middle key (MK) and heavy key (HK), respectively. Each pair of column

sections accomplishes the separation between two of the keys; thus, pair (1,2)

carries out the separation (LK/MK) while (3,4) separates (MK/HK). The design

specifications are given in the same way described before for a conventional

distillation column. For example, column section 1 which is indeed a
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Figure 4. Distillation System with a Side-stream Stripping Section



rectifying section serves to wash the middle key from the vapor phase almost

completely when sharp separations among the keys are considered.

Again, only sharp separations are studied here; that is, the recovery

fraction of each key in one of the product streams is very close to 1.

However, the results can be extended to other non-sharp situations.

In this distillation system, assuming constant molar overflows in each

column section, all the internal liquid and vapor stream flowrates can be

expressed in terms of three operating parameters.

L V V

» > ! - - £ ; <R' >4 - -f ; <R' )2 - -f
where the subscripts stand for the numbers identifying each column section

(see Figure 4). Thus,

\ - C(Rf ) 4 + l3 B

VA = (R« ) 4 B

] f P

(R ) x D - C(R' ) 2 + 1] P

= [(R ) x + l] D - (R
f ) 2

L2 = [R
1 ) 2 + l] P

V2 = (R
f ) 2 P

Lx - (R ) x D

Vx = C(R ) x + l] D

Accounting for the thermal condition of the feed, the following equation

can be written:

L 3 = E(R' ) 4 + 1} B - qF
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Therefore

[(R1 ) 4 + lJ B - qF = (R ) x D - [(R1 >2 + l ] P

or

(R1 )2 + 1 - (R )1 (D/P) + q(F/P) - [(R
1 >4 + l] (B/P) (39)

which indicates that under any flow conditions, only two of the three

operating parameters are independent. Thus the limiting flow conditions in

a separation structure composed by two pairs of column sections are described

through the values of two parameters, for instance, (R )- and (R1 ) , .

As shown earlier for a conventional distillation column, a pair of zones

of constant composition are generated by decreasing the single independent

parameter R until it reaches a certain value called minimum reflux. Gen-

eralizing this fact for the complex distillation system now being studied,

the continuous reduction of the independent parameters (R )- and(Rf ),

generates finally the formation of two pairs of constant composition zones,

each of them located around the plate connecting the two corresponding column

sections of the system, (1,2) and (3,4).

Pinch Zones in Column Sections (1,2)

The goal for column sections (1,2) is to achieve the separation (LK/MK).

The expressions for the pinch equations can be derived from those obtained for

a conventional distillation column by replacing HK by MK. Thus, at the upper

pinch zone,

1 1 D
(xi}up = TTT TN > f o r

j upi-2 ( V i |MK

and

I (XJ>UP1 , +



where equation (40) is the type of pinch equation always obtained for a

rectifying section. On the other hand, in the lower pinch zone located in

the column section 2,

^ / r ^ T i T p ^ • foranyî LK, (42)

and

I P ' l (43>
where (42) is the characteristic exhausting section pinch equation. The only

difference from the result obtained in a conventional column is that the

bottom product composition (x.) is replaced by the composition of the product
l B

stream coming from column section 2, (x.)

After fixing (or guessing) ( R ^ and (R' m) 4, equations (40), (41), (42)

and (43) are linear relationships which enables us to calculate the pinch

compositions in terms of product compositions.

Equations for Pinch Zones in Column Sections (3,4)

The goal for column sections (3,4) is to carry out the separation (MK/HK).

The expression for the lower pinch zone composition is easily written by

noting that column section 4 is an exhausting section whose design key com-

ponent is MK and its product stream is B. Thus,

i

and

However, the derivation of pinch equations for a column section like

CS-3 is more difficult because no real product stream is coming out of it.

In such a case, one should express the composition of the net flow (V^-L^)

in terms of product compositions. Since
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and

/Net flow of jth-component\
Vcoming out of CS-3 /

V3-L3 « D + P,

then the reflux ratio at CS-3 is given by

L3 .
V3-L3 D + P

Now, an equation for the upper pinch zone composition similar to

equation (4) can be written:

1 (P/B)(x ) + (D/B)(x )

r 4- r^ mK (46)
j UP3-4 (°fj"1){C(RI

m)4 +13- q(F/B)}

and finally

Again, after guessing (R )., (R' ), and the split of each distributed

component among the products, equations (44), (45), (46) and (47) are linear

relationships between pinch zone and product compositions.

Predicting Liquid Reflux Ratio ( R ^

Calling

one can show that Y is close to 1 when the reduction of lights and/or

heavies involved in the separation (LK/MK) to negligible amounts is not

difficult, using a derivation similar to that for a conventional distillation

column. Otherwise, the value of Y*o (S r e a t e r than 1) can be predicted by

t-(R ) +1][(R« ) +1]
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with 6 = 1 or 2, as described earlier. Equation (48) with Y given by (49)

provides us an additional relationship to predict (R )-.

Predicting Vapor Reflux Rates (Rf ),

An equation to predict (R ), is given by

Y3-4=l '- •- - ' (50)

with Y , = 1 or evaluated by

)4 "

with 6 = 1 or 2.

Simple Case: Adjacent Keys and Y.. = Y = 1

If the three keys are adjacent in volatility and Y = Y =1 iS a good

approximation, then analytical solutions can be derived to determine (R )-

and (Rf ), # Equation (50) leads to a quadratic equation in (Rf ) ', whose

solution is given by

where

(A1)3_4 = a 3 + a 4 + q(F/B) -

(A2>3-4 =

and where

(D/B)Oc4)T

'3 = *
CT~ = Z . -

jj'HK j

or -a
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3-4

Equation (48) enables us to derive a quadratic equation in

whose analytical solution is

(&) (A ), , 2 %

W
where

] 2 - q(F/D)

<A2>l-2 = c o i . 2 < P / D >

2 -

Qf Of

Distributed Components in the Separation (LK/MK)

Since Y- « is frequently close to 1, for the same argument already

explained for a conventional distillation column, one can write

(52)

where the subscript k stands for any distributed component in the separation

(LK/MK). Equation (52) can also be written in this way:

1r ^ T V 1U

Pk~
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Distributed Components in the Separation (MK/HK)

For analogous reasons,

where the subscript m denotes any distributed component in the separation

(MK/HK). By appropriate substitutions, equation (53) can be written

General Algorithm

1. Guess (Rm)]» (Rm^4 a n d t h e sPlit: of e a c h distributed component.

2. Solve the system of linear equations (40), (41), (42), (43), (44),

(45), (46), and (47) to find the compositions at both pairsof pinch

zones•

3. Evaluate the error functions obtained from equations (48), (50), (52)

and (53), respectively. If their all values are small enough the

values of (R^j and (Rfm)A have been found. Otherwise, go to step 4.

4. Update the guesses through, for instead, the secant method and return

to step 2.

IV. Arbitrary Thermally Coupled Distillation System

Like conventional schemes, any thermally coupled distillation system can

be regarded as being formed by a certain number of two-section fractionators,

each carrying out a specific separation between its design components. How-

ever, some of the fractionators in the system can be single-product ones or

even nonproductive. Those fractionators do not have their own condensers or

reboilers so that their liquid and/or vapor reflux streams are obtained by

drawing them out of adjacent fractionators.
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In general, the internal liquid and vapor stream flowrates in any

distillation system can be expressed in terms of a certain number of in-

dependent operating parameters and of the product flowrates, if constant

molal overflows are assumed in each column section.

In a conventional scheme and in some thermally coupled distillation

systems too (i.e. a distillation structure with a side stripping section),

at limiting flow conditions, a pair of pinch zones shows up around each

fractionator feed tray. In such cases, the number of independent operating

parameters is equal to the number of two-section fractionators composing

the distillation system. The way one can determine their limiting values was

already described in sections (II) and (III) and its generalization should

be evident.

However, the distillation system shown in Figure 5 represents a different

situation. Although it is composed by three two-section fractionators (one

non-productive and the other two single-product ones), the unit accomplishes

only two net separations because of the way the three pairs of column sections

(or fractionators) are arranged. Pair (1,2) carries out the separation be-

tween two non-adjacent keys LK and HK, while pairs (3,4) and (5,6) complete

the separations between adjacent keys (LK/MK) and (MK/HK), respectively;

Like the distillation unit depicted in Figure 4, this one only has three

overall key components.

Looking at Figure 5, one can identify four operating parameters,

given by

R = (L3/D)

(54)

*V " ( W
R1 = (V6/B)
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Figure 5: Petlyukfs thermally coupled distillation system
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Since the distillation system is formed by three fractionators, one

could expect that it has three independent operating parameters, but it only

possesses two. One of the operating parameters, i»e. R1, as usual, is fixed

by the thermal state of the feed

Rf - (R+1)(D/B) + (l-q)(F/B)

On the other hand, limiting flow conditions at the fractionators (1,2)

can be achieved by decreasing XT (or RX_), while the reduction in the value

of R finally generates a pair of pinch zones around the feed plate of either

fractionator (3,4) or (5,6). In that situation, the splits of distributed

components (any jth-component such as 1 < or. < Of ) in the pair (1,2) between

the net flows (V-.-L..) and (L2"V2) are perfectly defined and so also is the

other operating parameter 3L. ,

< R l V m
 =

 1 ( R X L V D / B >
 + «F / B> " B J

so that only two operating parameters are independent.

Keeping in mind that the goal of fractionator (1,2) is the separation

of the keys LK and HK, the expressions of its pinch equations can be derived

following the procedure already described in previous sections. They are

C(vT1-£Tl) /D]
< x ) " < » f°r any j f HK

(RXL)m -
(XHK)UP1.2

where

1 A a.- l

and

) /B]
1

+q(F/B)]
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(RXL)m(D/B) + q(F/B)-<T2

(RXL)m(D/B) + q(F/B)

where

CT2 =

Defining,

LK ttK LP- ry

and substituting the expressions for the key mole fraction ratios at both

pinch zones, one can finally find an algebraic quadratic equation whose

analytical solution is given by

(A,). ,

where

(A 1) 1_ 2 'Cx +a 2(B/D) - q(F/D)

(A2}l-2 = Yl-2l°l-2 + CT

_2 can be assumed equal 1 or given by

L ) m + q(F/D)][(R'Xv)m(B/D)+(l-q)(F/D)]

( R XL )m ( R l XV )n, ( B / D )

(9 = 1 or 2)

In order to evaluate ov and a one should know the splits of the dis

tributed components in the fractionator (1,2). As written before

for any or < a < a
HK k LK
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k

which leads to

_ P
(v T l-X T l) k

where

(

P k "

The other pair of pinch zones can show up around the feed tray of the

fractionator (3,4) or (5,6), whichever gives the largest R . Proceeding as

before, one can find for fractionator (3,4)

RB =

where

< V 3 - 4 = C T 3 + C T 4 + ( R X L > .

(A2>3-4=Y3-4 t t'3-4-a3 [<RXL )m+a4 ]

m

y -
itm (^ - l)

MK

a r
( T r

V LK[ D { ,

4 L

if^LK

ou.

For fractionator (5,6)
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where

(Al}5-6 = ^ I ^ m + 2 < P / D ) + < C T
5-

H T
6
) ( B / D ) "

| (RXL)m + f

a =
55 L a.-l

J

a
6

•3-6

The parameters Y^ . and Y_ - are assumed equal 1 or given by expressions

which can readily be derived by a similar treatment to that shown before. Of

course, the largest R is the minimum value of that operating parameter.

On the other hand, a component with a volatility Of such that

Of < or < or distributes itself between the products D and P. Its split

is predicted from

VXMK

which leads to

where
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In the same way, components with volatilities between those of MK

and HK split between the products P and B. Such pplits can be determined

from

GOVXHK/UP5.6
 NXHKLP5_6 ' m m

It should be noted that one of the fractionators either (3,4) or (5,6)

(that one with smaller R m ) , at limiting flow conditions, operates normally

and not at pinched conditions. Therefore, the use of the above equations

to predict the splits of distributed components among the products in such a

case yields poorer results.

V. Discussion of the Proposed Method

Several examples are included in the Appendix to show the performance of

the method for a wide variety of situations. Thus, in examples 1.1.1/2 neither

distributed components nor lights/heavies with close volatilities to the keys

are contained in the feed to a conventional distillation column. In such

cases, the value of R is found in a straightforward manner with good accuracy.

Lights/heavies with close volatilities to the keys or in large amounts are

considered in examples 1.2.1/2 to check the results given by the equations

proposed to predict the parameter Y. Here, the method not only provides

satisfactory R -values but also converges in one or two iterations. Example

I,3.1 adds another complication to the problem; it also includes two dis-

tributed components so as to verify the performance of the equations enabling

us to determine their split at limiting flow conditions. The comparison of the

results with those found by Underwood (1948) for this example shows a satis-

factory agreement.

Although the proposed technique tends to give R -values a little lower

than the real ones, it is still very reliable because of the normal shape of the



cost-versus-reflux curve. Stupin and Lockhart (1971) found- the same pattern

in Petlyuk's thermally coupled distillation system.

Finally, the performances of conventional and thermally coupled dis-

tillation schemes are compared through two examples III .1/2, using the amount

of liquid to be vaporized in the reboilers as the criterion for comparison.

In both cases, the thermally coupled schemes prove to be better than the con-

ventional ones, especially Petlyuk's, leading to savings which amount to

around 35%.

Example III.l was also studied by Stupin and Lockhart (1971) to make

the same kind of comparison for Petlyuk's thermally coupled system. They

found R equal to 1.50 and the amount of liquid to be vaporized in the reboiler

equal 0.885, when the degreeSof recovery of the keys are 90%. For complete

separations, this method predicts for those parameters, 1.97 and 0.99, respec-

tively. We believe an error exists in the earlier calculations.
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Appendix

(I) Limiting flow conditions in conventional distillation columns.

(I.I) Examples in which the reduction of lights and/or heavies to

negligible amounts is not a difficult task:

(1.1.1) Example proposed by C.J. King (1971):

Components

ci

C2

C3(LK)

n-C4(HK)

n-C5

n-C6

fi

26

9

25

17

11

12

100

"l

18.65

4.75

1.92

1.00

0.46

0.23

di

26

9

25

-

-

60

bi

-

-

-

17

11

12

40

Thermal condition of the feed: q = 0.33

Since the keys are adjacent in volatility, no distributed component is

present in the feed. Furthermore, the ratios (an<%/&TV) and (^/^pj are
LJ US. UK L3

greater than 2 so that the analytical expressions for R can be used to find

its value. From equations (11), (21) and (25), one can determine o o

and U), respectively.

aD = 0.5173

aB = 0.5894

U) = 0.4016

which when replaced in equations (28) and (29), gives

1.0269

0.004
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Finally, the substitution of Aj and A2 into equation (27) gives

Rm - 1.03

which shows a good agreement with the R -value provided by Underwood's

method (R =1.07).

(1.1.2) Feed - Bubble point liquid (q = 1):

Components .

1

2

3 (LK)

4 (HK)

5

6

fi
10

30

20

15

20

5

°_i

9.0

5.2

1.7

1.0

0.4

0.3

*_i

10

30

20

-

-

60

-

-

-

15

20

5

40

Results:

With the proposed method: R =0.83

With Underwood's method: R =0.86
m

(1.2) Examples in which the reduction of lights and/or heavies to

negligible amounts is a rather difficult task:

(1.2.1) Example proposed by C#J. King (1971):

Components

A

B

C (LK)

D (HK)

E

fi

5

10

30

50

5

tti

3

2.1

2

1

0.8

ti
5

10

30

-

45

bi

-

-

-

50

5

55
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Thermal state of the feed: q = 1

Since the volatilities of components B and E are close to those of the

keys, one can expect pinch points moving away from the feed plate and a

Y-value greater than 1. This value can be estimated with equation (35).

Assuming first Y = 1, we predict

R = 1.825m

which leads through equations (1) and (35) to the following Y-value:

Y = 1.61

New evaluations of A~ by equation (32) and R until convergence (3

iterations), finally gives

R = 2.04m

Y = 1.54

Underwood's method provides an R -value equal to 2.03.

(1.2.2) Feed - Dew point vapor (q = 0)

Components

A

B

C (LK)

D (HK)

E

£i
5

15

20

25

35

5

2

2

1

0

!i

.65

•

.80

d_i

5

15

20

.-

40

-

-

-

25

35

60

Following the computation scheme described in the previous example,

we obtain in 3 iterations

Rm = 3.16 (Y = 1,75)

against R^ - 3.24 given by Underwood's method.
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(1.3) An example with distributed components (taken .from A. Underwood

(1948)) : (q = 0)

Component s

1

2 (LK)

3

4

5 (HK)

6

fi

20

15

15

15

15

20

ai

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.50

di

20

15

?

' ?

-

—

15

20

According to the criterion given before, the reduction of component 1 to

negligible amounts can be considered as difficult and Y should be estimated by

equation (36). The algorithm, quite similar to that applied to previous

examples, also includes the estimation of each distributed component split

between the products by equation (38). The final results are found when con-

vergence in the values of (d/b), have been achieved in 5 iterations. They are:

Methods jn S j4 D

Underwood 2.54 12.72 9.16 56.88

Proposed method 2.48 13.05 9.38 57.43
<*-1.57)

(II) Expressions for determining limiting flow conditions in a distilla-

tion system with a side-stream enriching section (for sharp

separations) - Figure 6

(Vl 2

+ {[-Sr*] +<Vi-2}
where

- q(F/D)



and

where

<Vl-2 =

I

(A2>3-4 = (P/B){'°3-3-4

A o.-i

4
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and

(Rm)2 = [(R'J^^ + l](B/P)-(Rm)1(D/P) - q(F/P)

When distributed components are present in the feed, use the following

equations to predict their splits among the products:
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f
I Condenser I

"^| Feed Tray | I Condenser I
T—~—TL3t I 3

Side-stream

Figure 6: Distillation System with a Side-stream Rectifying Section
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where

for any jth-distributed component with a volatility or. such that Of < or. < or
J MK J LK

which splits between the products D and P. On the other hand

where

P

for any ith-distributed component with Of such that Of < or < or which splits
i HK 1 MK

between the products B and P.

(Ill) Limiting flow conditions in thermally coupled distillation schemes.

(III.l) Comparison of the conventional and thermally coupled distillation

scheme performances through the example proposed by Stupin and

Lockhart (1971):

Components

A (LK)

B (MK)

C (HK)

fI

0.333

0.334

0.373

"i

9

3

1

di

0.333

-

-

-

0.333

Pi

-

0.334

_

Feed: Bubble-point liquid (q = 1)

The results are shown in Table 1.

(III.2) Comparison of the conventional and thermally coupled distilla-

tion scheme performances through the example given by C.J. King

(1971):



Components II It °i Di Fi

Cx 26 18.65 26

C2 9 4.75 9

C3 (LK) 25 1.92 25

n-C4 (MK) 17 1.00 - - 17

n-C5 (HK) 11 0.46 - 11

n-C6 12 0.23 _- 12. _-

60 23 17

Thermal state of the feed: q = 0.33

The results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 1; Comparison of conventional and thermally coupled
distillation schemes in Example (EII.l)

Distillation System
Values of the independent parameters
describing internal flows at limiting
conditions

Limiting vapor
rate generated
bfr reboiler(s)

Reverse conventional
distillation scheme

1st column: R =0.47; R1 =2.93
m m

2nd column: R =1.00; R1 =2.00
m m

1.64

Direct conventional
distillation scheme

1st column: R =1.03; Rf =1.02
m m

2nd column: Rm=1.00; R
?
m=2.00

1.34

Distillation system
with a side-stream
enriching section (Rm)3=0.73

1.25

Distillation system
with a side-stream
stripping section

*' < R f
m>4

= 2' 9 3

(R'm)2=0.83
1.25

Petlyuk's thermally
coupled distillation
system

R =1.97; R1 =2.97
m m

00^,-0.375
0.99



Table 2: Comparison of conventional and thermally coupled
distillation schemes in Example (III.2)

Distillation system
Values of independent operating
parameters describing internal
flows at limiting conditions

Limiting vapor
rate generated
by reboiler(s)

Reverse conventional
scheme

1st column: Rm=1.02; R^-1.35

2nd column: R =1.72; R1 =2.01
m m

100.22

Direct conventional
scheme

1st column: Rm=0.44; R
f
m=1.90

2nd column: R =0.71; Rf =6.03m m

146.25

Distillation system
with a side-stream
enriching section

l.03; (R'm)4=3.93

(Rm)3=1.08
90.39

Distillation system
with a side-stream
stripping section

; (R'm)4=1.90

(R'm)2=2.15
80.19

Petlyuk's thermally
coupled distillation
scheme

Rm=1.19; R'm=2.80

(RXL)m=0.524
64.34



Nomenclature

b :

B :

d :

D :

f :

F :

V
L :

L1

P

q

R

Rf

V

V1

Molal flowrate of a component in the bottom product of a distillation
system, mole/h

Molal flowrate of the bottom product, mole/h

Molal flowrate of a component in the top product of a distillation
system, mole/h

Molal flowrate of the top product, mole/h

Molal flowrate of a component in the feed to a distillation system,
mole/h

Molal flowrate of the feed, mole/h

Equilibrium constant of component i, dimensionless

Molal liquid flowrate in a column section of a distillation system.
For a conventional distillation column, it denotes molal liquid
rate in the rectifying section, mole/h

Molal liquid flowrate in the exhausting section of a standard dis-
tillation column, mole/h

Molal flowrate of a component in the intermediate product of a
distillation system, mole/h

Molal flow-rate of the intermediate product, mole/h

Thermal condition parameter for the feed, dimensionless

Liquid reflux ratio in a rectifying section, dimensionless

Vapor reflux ratio in an exhausting section, dimensionless

Molal vapor flowrate in a column section of a distillation system.
For a standard distillation system it means molal vapor rate in
the rectifying section, mole/h

Molal vapor flowrate in the exhausting section of a standard
distillation column, mole/h

Liquid mole fraction, dimensionless

Operating parameter in Petlyukfs thermally coupled distillation
system, defined by equation (54), dimensionless

Operating parameter in Petlyukfs distillation system, defined by
equation (54), dimensionless

Vapor mole fraction, dimensionless



Greek Letters:

Y :

Y :

Relative volatility of a component with regard to the heavy key,
dimensionless

Ratio between heavy key K-values at the upper pinch and the feed
trays, respectively; dimensionless

Ratio between heavy key K-values at the feed and lower pinch trays,
respectively; dimensionless

Ratio between the key mole fractions at both pinch zones of a pair
of column sections, dimensionless

Degree of recovery of a key component in one of the distillation
system products, dimensionless

Subscripts:

B •

8R

D

f 4

HK

i

j

LK

LP

m

MK

P

TX

UP

Refers

: Refers

Refers

Refers

Refers

: Refers

: Refers

: , Refers

: Refers

: Refers

s Refers

Refers

Refers

Refers

to the bottom product

to the bottom tray of a rectifying section

to the top product

to the feed tray

to the heavy key

to component i

to component j

to the light key

to lower pinch zone

to limiting flow conditions

to the middle key

to the middle product

to the top tray of the exhausting section

to the upper pinch zone


